New AKVIS PhotoBook 1.0 Software — Photo Books & Albums for Any Occasion!
November 7, 2022 — AKVIS is excited to announce the release of the new AKVIS PhotoBook 1.0 program for
decorating photographs and creating photo collections, with additional design themes, and the launch of the
new akvisphotobook.com website.
AKVIS expands its product portfolio with the release of the new software.
AKVIS PhotoBook 1.0 is a fully customizable program for making high-quality photo books and photo albums.
The new software allows you to generate photo books using the page templates created by professional
designers exclusively for PhotoBook. It's possible to add clipart images, labels, inscriptions, and other
embellishments to make a unique and inimitable photo book filled with priceless memories.
The program includes essential photo enhancement features. Users can adjust brightness, contrast,
saturation, and sharpness of images, create a vintage photo look. PhotoBook allows users to decorate the
edges of pictures with the vignette or scratches effect, or apply ready-made professional designs.
The software comes with a collection of pre-installed templates (Default Theme). Users can extend the
program's functionality by adding themes - PhotoBook's thematic design sets. Every design set contains
many ready-to-apply pages and decorations.
With the launch of the akvisphotobook.com website and the release of the new program, two themes have
also been published. AKVIS plans to constantly release new design sets to satisfy a variety of requests.
Download AKVIS PhotoBook 1.0 at akvisphotobook.com.
The software runs on Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, 11; macOS 10.12-13.0 (64-bit). The program offers a multi-language
user interface.
AKVIS PhotoBook is available in Free and Business versions. The Free license is strictly for personal, noncommercial use. The Business license ($69.00.) allows commercial use of the software.
Consult akvisphotobook.com for more details about the new product.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of photo & video processing software. Since the company's
launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful products for Windows and Mac. The company
always keeps up with the times and updates its products with cutting-edge technologies.
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